CONTENTIOUS RELATIONSHIPS (W116) COURSE OVERVIEW
COURSE OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this course is to change the hearts and minds of contentious couples,
thereby reducing the harm to their children. It was also designed to speed up the court process,
thereby reducing costs.
COURSE CONCEPTS
UNIT 1: BEGINNINGS - We can’t control our beginnings, but we can control our endings.
UNIT 2: PERSONAL WAY OF BEING - Determines if we will be happy in life.
UNIT 3. DIVORCE - We can divorce each other, but not our children.
UNIT 4: ANGER MANAGEMENT - Forgiveness is pardoning without resentment.
UNIT 5: DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - There are many ways to commit domestic violence.
UNIT 6: CHILDREN - Children’s suffering is often expressed over a lifetime.
UNIT 7: HOW TO BE HAPPY - Nine steps to success.
UNIT 8: HOW TO IMPROVE - We must change ourselves before changing others.
COURSE COMMENTS
The purpose of this cognitive life skills workbook is not to necessarily keep couples together, but
reduce the damage to children. Secondarily, to offer cognitive skills that can minimize the impact
of the strong emotional feelings that usually accompany contentious divorces.
This workbook is also an excellent resource that defines domestic violence and how to break the
strong emotional cords that keep couples bound in unhealthy ways. It also demonstrates how to
go through the door and resolve conflicts.
COURSE CRIMINOGENIC NEEDS MET
Not applicable.
COURSE REVIEW QUESTIONS
• How can people who are now deceased still be affecting us?
• How are children affected by contentious parents?
• Why do parents divorce?
• Bright thoughts bring abundance; what do dark thoughts bring?
• How does it feel when you are being treated like an object and not a person?
• Why is it hard for contentious couples to forgive each other?
• What are some marriage killers?
• What are some good parenting tips? See page 36.
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EXIT TEST
To pass this course, you must completely answer all the questions in this workbook and score 70% or better on
the following test. Use a dark pen or pencil to fill in the circle that corresponds to the most correct answer.
1. Who is Misty's husband?
O Jacob
O Scott
O Jason

11. Anger is
O a primary emotion.
O a secondary emotion.
O liberating.

2. How many are there in the Miller family pyramid?
O 137 people
O 116 people
O 104 people

12. To change what we are getting in life,
O we have to make more money.
O we have to have more luck.
O we have to change what we are doing.

3. Scott's younger sister's name is?
O Shelly
O Jenny
O Denise

13. People who have their emotional needs met
O make more money.
O feel validated and secure.
O go on more vacations.

4. Besides love, what else keeps people bonded?
O Money
O Sex
O Hate

14. The subconscious mind
O only believes what you tell it.
O doesn't know right from wrong.
O stops when it gets too full.

5. Your personal way of being
O determines your income.
O is who you are without thinking who you are.
O is easy to detect.

15.

Contention in a marriage
O is like cancer.
O will stop if one partner stops.
O is a good reason for divorce.

6. Amy stayed married to Cord because
O he was a good provider.
O he threatened her.
O she was deceived.

16.

le stay in abusive relationships because
O they don’t want to be alone.
O they enjoy being abused.
O of faulty thinking from bad programming.

7. A person who dwells in the box
O is resistant.
O can't get out.
O makes a better leader.

17. When you validate people
O you make them better workers.
O you allow them to fix their own problems.
O it gives you more control over them.

8. Collusion is when two people
O in a relationship are hitting each other.
O make up.
O are both resistant and in the same box.

18. A resistant person
O makes a good marriage partner.
O will die resistant.
O lives in the box.

9. A self-deceived person
O is liked by others.
O denies the truth and blames others.
O constantly forgets things.

19. Batterers batter others
O for control and power.
O because they are smaller.
O because they can get away with it.

10. Self-betrayal is
O part of a court procedure.
O going against what you know is right.
O a good mental exercise to feel better.

20. The children who best survive divorce
O come from more affluent homes.
O have their hierarchy of emotional needs met.
O live with their mother.

